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3.6 Add-ons: Constraints

n  Add-on: Knowledge Representation Mechanism used 
together with one of the others to cover “special 
knowledge” with special processing

n  Constraints: collection of conditions that must be 
fulfilled by solutions/answers found

n  Very similar to interpreted predicates (i.e. set PI in 
logics)

n  Other add-ons (can be constraints or other):
● Handling of time
● Spatial information
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Basic data structures

n  Single constraint =!
(in-)equation in variables of base mechanism

n  Definition set /interval for variables must be 
provided

n  Constraint consists of one or several single 
constraints
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Semantics

n  All constraints that are considered by the base 
mechanism to be active together must have a solution 
within their definition area!
F constraints together form a search problem of !

finding a solution (resp. determining, if there is a !
solution)

n  Interpretations for definition areas are provided by 
the constraint mechanism
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How to get knowledge into the 
representation structure

n  Constraints describing limitations on the variables in 
them are  added to the elements of the base 
mechanism

n  Definition areas D can be seen as additional 
constraints of the form x ∈ D

n  Variables occurring both in statements of the base 
mechanism and constraints usually have to fulfill 
certain conditions to be treated correctly; this has to 
be taken into account when using constraints
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Discussion
✚   Mechanism to deal with constraints can be totally 

different than mechanism to deal with base logic!
F use of special semantics!
F use of special procedures (for example to solve !

linear equations)!
F hierarchical knowledge representation!
F more efficiency !
but: where to draw the line between base mechanism!

and constraints?
-  Interaction base mechanism and constraint 

mechanism usually tricky (for example, constraint 
mechanism only checks for solvability or has to 
produce a unique value)
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And what about processing data?

n  Constraints are helpful, if a special mechanism for 
handling them exists

n  Special mechanism gets set of constraints and returns 
solution

n  Constraint mechanism can be seen as procedure 
called by the base mechanism whenever constraints 
are encountered

F Like using or-tree-based search to handle hard !
     constraints in set-based search
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3.7 When take what?
Frames ! 

Modal logics ! 

? 
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Rules of thumb

n  Theoretical investigations: what is possible?!
F Logics

n  Knowledge already in very similar format !
F take format

n  Hierarchical structures / inheritance!
F semantic nets, frames

n  Represent certain input-output behavior!
F neural nets

n  Laws, rules!
F rule sets
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4. Where to go from here?

Several different subareas of AI requiring whole course (or more) 
on their own.
We (i.e. our AI group: Jacob, Denzinger) offer the following 
courses:
n  Winter 2020:!

CPSC 599.44: Machine Learning (Denzinger)!
CPSC 565: Emergent Computing (Jacob)

n  Fall 2020:!
CPSC 502/503 Research Project (all professors, including the 
ones from the AI group)

n  Winter 2021 (anticipated):!
CPSC 609: Foundations of Multi-Agent Systems (Denzinger) 
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Section 5:!
Learning
In general:
Structuring (or restructuring) of knowledge (due to 

experiences)
In AI systems:
Restructuring in order to improve behavior of system

performance
element

environment
knowledge
base

learner
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General Questions/Problems
Learning Phase:
n  How to represent and store the learned knowledge? 
n  What or whom to learn from? 
n  What learning method to use?
Application Phase
n  How to detect applicable knowledge? 
n  How to apply knowledge? 
n  How to detect and deal with misleading knowledge?
General questions
n  How to generalize, resp. detect and define similarities  
n  How to combine knowledge from different sources?
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Structure of the course

1.  Introduction
2.  Preliminaries
3.  Learning rules
4.  Learning parameter settings
5.  Learning trees/graphs
6.  Learning partitions of sets
7.  Learning sequences/behaviors
8.  Learning cases
9.  General improvement techniques
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What to learn from

n  Unsupervised learning !
F learn from own experiences

n  Supervised learning
● Teacher(s) provide knowledge
● Teacher provides evaluation of own experiences
● Teacher can be observed
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What learning method to use

n  Learning by heart !
(of prototypical cases)

n  Decision-tree based learning (ID3, C4.5)
n  Reinforcement learning
n  Evolutionary methods, like

● Classifier systems
n  Neural Networks
n  ...
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How to apply knowledge

n  Learned parameters!
F set parameters of system!

for example, a search system, a neural net, ...
n  Learned rules given!

F use them on problem instance
n  Cases!

F follow guidance of detected similar case
n  ...
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How to combine knowledge

n  Set priorities to achieve hierarchy of knowledge!
but: what if knowledge inconsistent

n  “Plan” application of knowledge to get subgoals and 
use most appropriate knowledge for subgoal

n  Have agents employing the different learned 
knowledge cooperate
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Similarity
n  Basis: match and/or antiunify structure of 

knowledge involved in the learning process
n  Measure difference of structures after basis:

● Numbers F difference
● Symbols F constant or use “similarity classes” or 

predefined distances
● Complex structures F combine similarities of 

components
n  Take application into account:!

what is very similar for one purpose might not be of 
any interest for another purpose


